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(5.4.2) In order that the mapping (yl9 y2) -+yi + y2 be a homeomorphism
of f! x F2 onto E, a necessary and sufficient condition is that one of the
linear mappings pi9 p2 be continuous.
Observe that as x —pi(x) + p2(x), if one of the mappings pl9p2 is con-
tinuous, so is the other. The mapping x ->• (pi(x), p2(x)) of E onto f! x F2
being the inverse mapping to (yl9 y2) ~^y1 + y2, the conclusion follows
from (3.20.4).
When the condition of (5.4.2) is satisfied, E is called the topological
direct sum of Fl9 F2; a subspace F of E such that there exists another sub-
space G for which E is the topological direct sum of F and G is called a
topological direct summand of E, and any subspace G having the preceding
property is called a topological supplement to F. Any topological direct
summand is necessarily closed (by (3.20.11)), but there may exist closed
subspaces which are not topological direct summands (although any sub-
space always has an algebraic supplement in E); for examples of such spaces
see Bourbaki [6], Chapter IV, p. 119, Exercise 5c, and p. 122, Exercise 17b.
The definitions and results relative to the product of two normed spaces
are immediately extended to the product of a finite number n of normed
spaces (by induction on n).
5. CONDITION OF CONTINUITY OF A MULTILINEAR MAPPING
(5.5.1) Let El5 . . . , Ew be n normed spaces., F a normed space, u a multilinear
mapping of ej. x • • • x En into F. In order that u be continuous, a necessary
and sufficient condition is the existence of a number a > 0 such that, for any
•(*i, ...9xH)eEl x E2 x ••• x £„
„,
We write the proof for n = 2.
1.   Sufficiency.   To   prove  u  is   continuous   at  any point (cl9  c2),
we     write     u(x^ x2) - u(cl9 c2) = u(xt — cl5 x2) + u(cl9 x2 - c2),     hence
\\u(xl9 X2) - u(ci9 c2)\\ ^ a(\\xl-c1\\-\\x2\\ + \\c.\\ ^ \\x2-c2\\). For any <5
such that 0 < <5 < 1, suppose H^ - cl \\ ^ S, \\x2 - c2|| < s> hence
11*2 II < ||c2|| + 1. We therefore have
2) - *cl9 c2)\\
which is arbitrarily small with 8.

